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1 The aim of this paper

Descriptively, Hungarian has three nominal plural markers: multiplicative (aka ‘additive’) -(V)k (1),
possessive -i (2), and associative -ék (3). The central objective of this short paper is to explicate the
relationship between associative -ék and multiplicative -(V)k, as well as that between -ék and the
anaphoric possession marker -é, illustrated in (4). 

(1) a lány-ok
the girl-MPL

‘the girls’
(2) a lány-a-i

the girl-POSS-PPL

‘his/her daughters’

(3) a lány-ék
the girl-APL

‘the girl and (her) associates’
(4) a lány-é

the girl-ANAPH.POSS

‘the one belonging to the girl’

The paper presents an integrated analysis in which -(V)k is systematically the exponent of the
plural number head (#PL), and -é consistently plays the role of a predicational RELATOR formally
licensing the silence of one of the two terms in the predication relationship that it mediates (the
discourse-anaphoric proform ONE or a silent noun GROUP). The syntax underlying associative-plural
lányék is argued to involve a specificational relation between a silent plural pronoun (proPL) and a
constituent containing the overt noun (lány) and GROUP (see (5), to be elaborated upon in section 4).1

(5) [DP D [:P [DP D [RP [Subject lány ‘girl’] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro  #PL=-k]]]]

The analysis places Hungarian associative plurals in their wider typological context, and has
implications for the syntax of number, demonstratives, and the licensing of silent nouns and pronouns.

2 Number in possessive noun phrases

To set the stage for the analysis of (3) and (4), I will briefly examine the syntax of number in poss-
essive noun phrases — a topic I already undertook a detailed investigation of in earlier work, esp.
Den Dikken (1999), upon which this section will be drawing directly, along with Den Dikken’s
(2015) analysis of the syntax of possessive marking in the Hungarian noun phrase.

1 Throughout this paper, I will represent the functional projections occurring inside the Hungarian DP as under-
lyingly head-final. This is done purely for convenience, to obtain a direct translation from the structures to the corre-
sponding surface strings.
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In the syntax of possessive noun phrases, a predication relationship is established between
the possessum (the subject of predication) and a constituent containing the possessor.2 The RELATOR

of the possession relation is spelled out in Hungarian as the so-called ‘possession marker’ -(j)a/e,
seen in (6a). The structure of this example is schematised in (6b).

(6) a. a lány-a
the girl-POSS

‘his/her daughter’
b. [DP D=a [RP [POSSESSOR pro] [RN [POSSESSUM lány] RELATOR=-a]]]

In the Hungarian possessive noun phrase, number for the possessum is marked with the
specialised possessive plural marker -i, occurring to the right of the possession marker -(j)a/e. We
saw this already in (2), which is repeated here as (7a), along with its syntactic structure. The head
#PL is spelled out as -i in Hungarian whenever its complement is a possessive small clause.

(7) a. a lány-a-i
the girl-POSS-PPL

‘his/her daughter’
b. [DP D=a [#P [RP [POSSESSOR pro] [RN [POSSESSUM lány] RELATOR=-a]] #PPL=-i]]

Number for the possessor is marked with the standard multiplicative marker -k, which either
occurs directly on the possessor (for non-pronominal possessors: see (8a)) or on the possessum (for
third-person pronominal possessors: see (8b)).

(8) a. a nõ-k lány-a-i(*-k)
the woman-MPL girl-POSS-PPL

‘the women’s daughters’
b. az õ(*-k) lány-a-i-k

the (s)he girl-POSS-PPL-MPL

‘their daughters’

Number for the possessor is never exponed on both terms in the possessive relationship — i.e., there
is no number agreement in the Hungarian possessive noun phrase. When the number of the possessor
is exponed on the possessum, as in (8b), the number marker -k has undergone movement in syntax
(as argued in Den Dikken 1999, q.v. for discussion of why this movement happens only when the
possessor is pronominal), -k docking on to the #-head of the possessive noun phrase and being
spelled out after the possessive plural marker -i. This is illustrated in (9), the syntax for (8b).

(9) [DP D=a [#P [RP [#P [POSSESSOR õ] #MPL=-k] [RN [POSSESSUM lány] REL=-a]] #PPL=-i+#MPL=-k]]

2 In Den Dikken (2015), I argue for a difference between alienable and inalienable possession with regard to the
underlying directionality of the predication relation between the two terms (the possessum and its possessor). For present
purposes, the alienable/inalienable dichotomy will not be important, so I will be abstracting away from it.
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An important conclusion to take away from this brief discussion of number in Hungarian
possessive noun phrases is that multiplicative -k exhibits relative syntactic autonomy vis-à-vis the
element whose number it marks. This will be important again later in the discussion (see sect. 4.3).

3 Anaphoric possessive -é

3.1 Preamble: English anaphoric possessives

In English, a discourse-anaphoric possessum can be left unexpressed:

(10) at first I liked her analysis of these data, but later on I ended up preferring his ec

There are no indications that ec in (10) is a surface anaphor with internal syntactic structure (i.e., a
case of ellipsis). The literature’s strongest argument for internal structure is the establishment of an
Â-dependency ‘into’ the silent category, as in familiar cases of sluicing: I know he analysed some
Hungarian data, but I don’t remember which. But in (11b), the attempt at having which bind a vari-
able inside ec fails completely: (11b) is far worse than (11a) (which, though not brilliant due to the
fact that extraction from a possessive noun phrase is never perfect in English, is certainly passable).

(11) a. ?I know which data they liked her analysis of, but I don’t know which they liked his
analysis of ec

b. *I know which data they liked her analysis of, but I don’t know which they liked his ec

In light of this, I will be proceeding on the assumption that ec in (10) is a deep anaphor — a silent
proform akin to one. For Hungarian, I will tacitly make the same assumption.

In English (10), the discourse-anaphoric possessum remains entirely unexpressed and unac-
companied by any particular marker that would not occur in the presence of an overt possessum (i.e.,
his ec differs from his analysis only in the absence of analysis). But in this respect, third person sing-
ular masculine his is the odd man out in the realm of English pronominal possessors: thus, when the
possessive pronouns in (10) are switched, the feminine singular possessive pronoun preceding the
silent possessum must be adorned with an additional -s. The same is true in the case of the third
person plural, first person plural and second person possessive pronouns. And with a first person
singular possessor, an alveolar nasal must be added to the pronoun. The nasal of mine is almost
certainly a reduced version of the nominal proform one contracted onto the possessor — and if so,
the nasal actually spells out the possessum overtly (see the structure below (10NN)); there is no true
silence here. But in (10N), the possessum is genuinely silent: the extra -s found in hers, theirs, ours
and yours is in all likelihood the realisation of the RELATOR of the possession relationship, which
is usually null with the pronominal possessors in question but is required to be overt whenever the
possessum is silent, in order to license the silence.

(10N) ... but later on I ended up preferring {hers, theirs, ours, yours}
[DP D [RP [POSSESSOR her/their/our/your] [RN RELATOR=-s] [POSSESSUM ec]]]]

(10NN) ... but later on I ended up preferring mine
[DP D [RP [POSSESSOR my] [RN RELATOR=i] [POSSESSUM ’ne]]]]
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3.2 Hungarian anaphoric possessive -é

In Hungarian, a silent anaphoric possessum is always paired with an overt marker, -é, usually called
the ‘anaphoric possession marker’ (see Bartos 2001, Dékány 2021, and references cited there).3 We
saw this in (4), repeated here as (12a), analysed as in (12b).

(12) a. a lány-é
the girl-ANAPH.POSS

‘the one belonging to the girl’
b. [DP D [RP [POSSESSOR a lány] [RN [POSSESSUM ec] RELATOR=-é]]]

Taking my cue from the analysis of English (10N) and the discussion of Hungarian in section
2, I treat -é as an allomorph of the regular possession marker -(j)a/e (seen in (8) and (9)), an exponent
of the RELATOR of DP-internal possession relations. This is illustrated in (12b). Whereas the regular
possession marker harmonises with the overt possessum to which it is attached (lány-a ‘girl-POSS’,
öcs-e ‘brother-POSS’), the anaphoric possession marker is invariant. This is a direct consequence of
the fact that the anaphoric possession marker has a silent host, not equipped with a vocalic melody
with which the marker could harmonise. The fact that the front-vowel allomorph of the possession
marker is the one that is chosen here suggests that the front-vowel allomorph is the default version
of the possession marker.

The fact that the anaphoric possession marker surfaces as -é (a long vowel) rather than short
-e can also be straightforwardly recast as an effect of the silence of the possessum, as a case of com-
pensatory lengthening. The long vowel of the anaphoric possession marker compensates for the
absence of an overt possessum; when the possessum is spelled out, the possession marker is short.
As the RELATOR of the possession relation, -é plays a key role in the licensing of the silent possess-
um: in the absence of -é, Hungarian forbids a silent possessum.

The marking of number in anaphoric possessives is the same as in non-anaphoric ones: the
plurality of the (silent) possessum is expressed with the possessive plural marker -i, immediately
following -é; the plurality of the possessor is exponed in the form of the multiplicative number
marker -k, directly on the possessor in the case of non-pronominal possessors, and to the right of -i
in the case of pronominal possessors. We see this in (13), to be compared to (14):4

3 It is a logical possibility to treat -é as the exponent of the combination of an overt anaphoric proform e (cf. the
proximal demonstrative of the same form) plus an ‘ordinary’, harmoninising possession marker -e — i.e., -é = e + -e.
But note that when the possession marker -e combines with a lexical noun that ends in the vowel e, the result is never
just -é — rather, though the final vowel of the possessum does indeed lengthen, the -j allomorph of the possession marker
is inserted after it: kecske+POSS = kecské-je. Here I will treat the -é of anaphoric possession as a monomorphemic form.

4 The /v/ following the pronominal possessor in (13b) is an integral part of the possessor, not a separate morph-
eme. The fact that the pronoun surfaces with a short vowel (ö) in the presence of /v/ but with a long vowel (õ) in its
absence suggests that /v/ is underlyingly present in the representation of the pronoun, with the vowel undergoing compen-
satory lengthening whenever /v/ remains unpronounced. (To õ~öv-, compare the stem allomorphy seen in pairs such as
tõ~töv- ‘stem, root’, ló~lov- ‘horse’, tó~tav- ‘lake’, etc. Systematically, the short vowel in the /v/-ful allomorph alternates
with a long vowel in the /v/-less one.)
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(13) a. a lány-ok-é-i
the girl-MPL-ANAPH.POSS-PPL

‘the ones belonging to the girls’
b. az öv-é-i-k

the (s)he-ANAPH.POSS-PPL-MPL

‘the ones belonging to them’

(14) a. a lány-ok kép-e-i
the girl-MPL picture-POSS-PPL

‘the pictures belonging to the girls’
b. az õ kép-é-i-k

the she picture-POSS-PPL-MPL

‘the pictures belonging to them’

The parallel between (13) and (14) (the latter featuring the overt possessum kép ‘picture’) indicates
that the syntax of anaphoric possessives matches that of headed possessives. This is consonant with
the approach to -é taken in (12b), as the exponent of the RELATOR of the possession relation.

The RELATOR -é also serves to license a silent term in the non-possessive syntax of Hungarian
associative plurals, to which we now turn.

4 Associative plural -ék

Alongside anaphoric-possessive (15a) we find (15b), the associative plural, where -ék marks a
plurality of individuals in the circle of the host noun. A question that has been debated in the Hunga-
rian linguistics community since (at least) Simonyi (1895) is whether the associative plural marker
-ék is a single morpheme or a morpheme complex consisting of -é (seen at work in section 3 as the
anaphoric possessive marker) and -k (the multiplicative plural marker). In the 21st century morpho-
syntax literature, the suffix -ék is standardly analysed as a monolith (see Bartos 2001, Moravcsik
2003, Dékány 2021, and references there).

(15) a. a Kovács-é-i
the Kovács-ANAPH.POSS-PPL

‘the ones belonging to Kovács’ [Kovács is a family name, the equivalent of Smith]
b. a Kovács-ék

the Kovács-APL

‘Kovács and his associates (e.g., relatives or group members)’

My aim in this section is to argue explicitly that -ék is bimorphemic, consisting of the
RELATOR -é and multiplicative plural -k. I will show that this particular analysis dodges all three of
Moravcsik’s (2003) arguments against a bimorphemic approach to -ék:

(i) anaphoric possessive -é is not strictly [+HUMAN] but -ék is
(ii) anaphoric possessive -é does not have inclusive semantics but -ék does
(iii) anaphoric possessive -é combines with the possessive -i plural instead of the regular -k

The analysis proposed here for associative plurals captures the inclusive semantics of -ék and the
[+HUMAN] restriction imposed on -ék with the help of the postulation of a silent noun GROUP (see
section 4.1), and it predicts the use of the regular multiplicative plural marker -k from the hypothesis
that the GROUP-headed noun phrase serves as an appositive specifier of the content of a silent plural
pronoun (sections 4.2 and 4.3). 
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4.1 The -é of associative plurals as a RELATOR licensing silent GROUP

The fact that the possessive plural marker -i does not show up in (15b) indicates that in associative
plurals we are not dealing with a plural possessum. Unlike in (15a), the -é in (15b) is not the
exponent of the RELATOR of a possessive relationship. But it does share with the -é of (15a) the
function of licensing of the silence of one of the terms of a RELATOR phrase: the -é of associative
plurals is the exponent of a RELATOR that licenses not a silent possessum but a (non-anaphoric) silent
group-denoting noun GROUP, which is the head of the noun phrase predicated of the name Kovács,
the nominal element phonologically hosting -é.5 This is shown in (16).

(16) [RP Kovács [RN [GROUP] RELATOR=-é]]

4.2 Asyndetic specification, with the pronoun as the second term

The predication structure in (16) is enveloped in a DP which serves to specify the content of a silent
plural pronoun (proPL) — an asyndetic specification structure (‘:P’; see Koster 2000) inside DP:6

(17) [DP D [:P [DP D [RP [Subject Kovács] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro #PL=-k]]]]

The asyndetic specification structure in (17) has the constituent specifying pro’s content
occupying the specifier position of :P. That the constituent specifying pro is in the specifier of :P is
clear from the syntax of associative plurals in Afrikaans (18a) and Yukaghir (18b), where instead of
pro an overt 3PL pronoun (hulle, taN) occurs as the second term of the specification structure.7

5 That GROUP in expressions of the type the Kovács family/group is a predicate nominal is clear from syntactic
behaviour shared between this construction type and QBNPs of the type that jewel of a village — cf. esp. the alternation,
within German, between die Trapp Familie and die Familie von Trapp, with von signalling the application of Predicate
Inversion applied to Familie, analogous to the application of Predicate Inversion to jewel in that jewel of a village.

6 Dékány (2021:235) entertains this possibility in passing: ‘I find it possible that the associates are syntactically
represented in the form of a pro or a silent noun in Spec,AplP, but I will not pursue this question further here.’

7 The Yukaghir example in (18b) comes from Mauri & Sansò (2019:611), cited in Dékány (2021:227, fn. 5). For
discussion of Afrikaans (18a), see Den Besten (1996) and, more recently, Van Huyssteen (2018).

Though in Afrikaans associative plurals it appears that first/given names and kinship terms are by far the most
frequent choices of pre-hulle element, Van Huyssteen’s (2018) corpus study finds that singular surnames are common
in the construction: cf. Hungarian a Kovácsék. But Van Huyssteen (2018:419) points out that ‘there is no evidence in
our data that plural surnames can function as left-hand components of the hulle construction’, and also that ‘in contrast
with the literature, no instances could be found of plural kinship names and plural common nouns as left-hand constitu-
ents (e.g. die ooms-hulle the unclePL-3PL; die honde-hulle the dogPL-3PL)’ (on this, cf. Bartos’ 2001:697 observation
for Hungarian that quantified and (non-possessive) plural-marked noun phrases cannot host associative-plural -ék: *{egy/
öt/minden} fiú-ék, *a fiú-k-ék; also: *a Kovács-ok-ék, and *a Kovács-ék-ék ‘the Kovács family and their associates’).

Den Besten (1996) and other sources report that associative plurals can alternatively feature goed ‘good, stuff’
as the second term, as in pagoed ‘dad.stuff’. Den Besten (2001) further reports that pagoed can combine with hulle to
form pagoed-hulle (which, though rare in Van Huyssteen’s corpora, is still used frequently in Orange River Afrikaans
according to Christo van Rensburg (p.c. to Van Huyssteen 2018:415)). It seems to me plausible to think that pagoed-
hulle is a fully spelled out case of (17), with goed representing the otherwise abstract noun GROUP and hulle representing
the third-person plural pronoun whose content is specified by pagoed.
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(18) a. ma-hulle (Afrikaans)

mum-they
‘mum and her entourage’

b. emej-taN-pe (Yukaghir)

mother-that-PL

‘mother and her entourage’

4.3 The locus of plural marking in associative plurals

The silent plural pronoun (proPL) in (17) is the source of plural reference and morphology for
associative plurals: proPL is locally associated with #PL. That #PL locally combines with the pronoun 
and not with the entire asyndetic specification structure is shown particularly clearly by Tok Pisin
(Mühlhäussler 1981:43; Dékány 2021:224), whose #P is head-initial (see (19a)) but whose
associative plural in (19b) features the plural marker ol in final position, linked to pro. The partial
structure provided below (19b) illustrates.

(19) a. ol pater
PL priest
‘the priests’

b. pater ol
priest PL

‘the priest and his flock’ 
[:P [... pater ...] [: [#P olPL proPL]

In Hungarian, the head #PL is exponed as -k. In the linear string produced by (17), this -k is
sequenced to the immediate right of -é. This linear sequence is directly as predicted. But a question
that needs to be addressed is how #PL, locally associated as it is with pro, can be exponed at all.

When the third person subject of a finite clause is pronominal, -k can readily be hosted by
overt õ ‘(s)he’ to form plural õk ‘they’. But silent pro cannot combine with the multiplicative plural
marker in this structural context. Consider the examples in (20) and (21):

(20) a. a kovács-ok dolgoz-nak
the smith-MPL work-3PL

‘the smiths are working’
b. a Kovács-ék dolgoz-nak

the Kovács-APL work-3PL

‘the Kovácses/Smiths are working’

(21) a. õ-k dolgoz-nak
(s)he-MPL work-3PL

‘they are working’
b. pro(*-k) dolgoz-nak

pro-MPL work-3PL

‘they are working’

The ungrammaticality of (21b) with -k is not due to the radical sentence-initiality of the ‘orphaned’
plural marker: it persists in root clauses with an initial non-subject topic (*má-k dolgoznak ‘today
they are working’, *holnap-ok dolgoznak ‘tomorrow they are working’) and in subordinate clauses
introduced by a complementiser (*azt gondolom hogy-ok dolgoz-nak ‘I think that they are working’,
*há-k dolgoz-nak ‘if they are working’). The problem here is that -k cannot find a host within its
local syntactic domain, the maximal projection of the subject.
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In possessive noun phrases, a -k associated with a silent pronominal possessor can be
exponed within the possessive DP: indeed, it must be exponed, on the possessum (which, if itself
plural, then hosts two plural markers: -i and -k). This is illustrated in (22a), analysed as in (22b).

(22) a. a pro(*-k) lány-a-i-k
the pro-MPL girl-POSS-PPL-MPL

‘their daughters’
b. [DP D=a [#P [RP [#P [POSSESSOR pro] #MPL=-k] [RN [POSSESSUM lány] REL=-a]] #PPL=-i+#MPL=-k]]

This leads to the conclusion that a multiplicative plural marker associated to a silent pronoun is
exponed as -k if it can find a host within the maximal nominal structure that contains it, and is
otherwise left unrealised. In the structure of associative plurals given in (17) (repeated below), there
is indeed a host for -k within the maximal nominal domain containing it: the multiplicative plural
marker associated to pro can be attached to the exponent of the RELATOR of the structure in Spec:P.

(17) [DP D [:P [DP D [RP [Subject Kovács] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro #PL=-k]]]]

4.4 The locus of the definite article in associative plurals

The structure in the complement of outer D in (17) is pronominally headed. The Spanish plural
definite article los ‘thePL’, which does double duty as a pronominal clitic, can combine with proPL

and spell out the outer D-head (los Franco ‘the Franco family’).8 But Hungarian personal pronouns
do not combine with articles (*az õ, *az pro[HUMAN]), so a in a lány-ék (3) and a Kovács-ék (15b) is
not the exponent of the outermost D in (17): a here must be inside the constituent specifying the
content of pro, heading either the DP serving as the subject of GROUP or the larger DP sitting on the
left-hand branch of ‘:P’ in (17). The former option (schematised in (23a)) is plausible for (3), given
that ‘bare’ [+COUNT] singulars do not usually occur as subjects in Hungarian. The latter (see (23b))
is appropriate for (15b) (esp. in Budapest Hungarian, where proper names do not combine with a).

(23) a. [DP D [:P [DP D [RP [Subject=DP D=a lány] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro  #PL=-k]]]]
b. [DP D [:P [DP D=a [RP [Subject=DP Kovács] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro #PL=-k]]]]

4.5 On the size of the subject of GROUP

The subject of GROUP can be a large and complex DP: in (24) (Bartos 2001:695, Dékány 2021:233),
a plural possessed common noun phrase (a barátaid ‘your friends’) serves as the subject of GROUP.9

8 Spanish associative plurals (recently studied in detail in Camacho 2021) always have a singular family name.
In certain varieties of Iberian Spanish, %los Francos does occur, but does not have an associative plural reading: instead,
it is used to make reference to a plurality of (potentially unrelated) accidental namesakes.

9 Den Besten (1996) points out that the left-hand term of the Afrikaans associative plural can likewise be
possessive-marked: my pa-hulle ‘my dad-they’. Van Huyssteen (2018:423–4) confirms based on a corpus study that
associative plurals with hulle ‘indeed very often include possessive pronouns’. Like Den Besten, I treat the associative
plural as pronominally-headed, hence my in my pa-hulle can only be parsed as part of the left-hand term, not as belonging
to the entire complex noun phrase: pronominally-headed noun phrases cannot be possessive-marked (*my hulle).
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(24) a baráta-i-d-ék
the friend-PPL-2SG-APL

‘your friends and their associates’ 

Further evidence that the subject of GROUP can be a full DP comes from examples such as the one
in (25), discussed by Dékány (2021:226).

(25) a doktor-ék késni fognak; most telefonált
the doctor-APL be.late will.3PL now phoned.3SG

‘the doctori and his associates are going to be late; hei just phoned’ 

In (25), it is the definite DP a doktor ‘the doctor’, represented as the subject of GROUP, that serves
as the discourse antecedent for the anaphoric pro3SG that is the subject of the second clause.10

Not only is it clear that the subject of GROUP can be a DP, there are indications that in fact
it must be. Pronouns, which in Hungarian are smaller than DP, systematically fail to occur as hosts
of -ék in associative plurals, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (26) (from Dékány 2021:230).

(26) a. *én-ék
I-APL

intended: ‘me and my associates’
b. *mi-ék

we-APL

intended: ‘we and our associates’

c. *öv-ék
(s)he-APL

intended: ‘(s)he & his/her associates’

But although the DP that serves as the subject of GROUP can contain the invariant demon-
stratives e and ezen, as in (27a), concordial demonstratives (which occur in a position to the left of
D: ezek a lányok ‘these.PL the girl.PL’, ezzel a lánnyal ‘this.COMIT the girl.COMIT’) are barred from
associative plurals (27b), except in oblique-case contexts (27c) (Bartos 2001).

(27) a. e(zen) lány-om-ék
this girl-1SG-APL

‘this daughter of mine and her associates’
b. *ez(-ek) a lány-om-ék

this(-PL) the girl-1SG-APL

intended: ‘this daughter of mine and her associates’
c. en-nél a lány-om-ék-nál

this-ADESS the girl-1SG-APL-ADESS

‘at this daughter of mine and her associates’

The only plural element in the structure (17) is proPL, but pronouns cannot host demonstratives (see
(28)), so plural ezek in (27b) cannot be associated to proPL. 

10 In Afrikaans, the definite article die also occurs within the subject of GROUP in the associative plural construc-
tion (Den Besten 1996), although it is not particularly frequent in this construction in corpora (Van Huyssteen 2018).
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(28) *ez-ek (az) õ-k
this-PL the (s)he-PL

Nor can plural ezek form a constituent with the GROUP-DP or its subject (lányom) because neither
of these is itself plural in (27b).11 With singular ez, (27b) also fails: there is a restriction on the size
of the subject of GROUP that makes it impossible for the subject of GROUP to be large enough to
accommodate pre-D concordial demonstratives, which I take to be located on top of DP (perhaps in
a DemP or a dP; I will not commit to a particular labelling here, which is not immediately germane).

That there is a size restriction imposed on the subject of DP-internal predication is indepen-
dently supportable, well beyond Hungarian. In idiot of a doctor-type complex noun phrases (which
are related to associative plurals on the analysis proposed: both involve DP-internal nominal
predication; see Den Dikken 2006), the subject of predication can be a proper name (as in Dutch
(29a)) or common noun (29b), but a definite article, demonstrative or Saxon genitive preceding the
second noun is not possible, as shown in (29c). Hungarian idiot of a doctor-type constructions
likewise ban the definite article from the subject of predication (the second noun): (30b) is ungram-
matical as a complex binominal noun phrase. So there is a precedent to a restriction on the deter-
miner field for the subject of DP-internal predication structures.

(29) a. die idioot van een Piet 
that idiot of a Piet

b. die idioot van een dokter
that idiot of a doctor

c. *die idioot van (een) de/die/Piets dokter
that idiot of a the/that/Piet’s doctor

(30) a. hülye egy orvos 
idiot a doctor

b. *hülye (egy) az orvos
idiot a the doctor

11 Indeed, it seems that, except if it is a possessive noun phrase (as in (24) and (iiia)), the subject of GROUP cannot
denote a plurality: Bartos (2001:697) points out that (ib,c) are ungrammatical. Peculiarly, the possessor of the subject
of GROUP cannot denote a plurality either: see the contrast between the a– and b–examples in (ii) and (iii). Bartos
(2001:698) is right to note that it is difficult to imagine a structural explanation for these restrictions: the quantified noun
phrases öt fiú/orvos and minden fiú/orvos are not formally plural (i.e., the plural marker -k is obligatorily absent); like-
wise, there is no sense in which the possessive noun phrase a barátunk is formally plural (it controls singular agreement
with the verb in finite clauses: a barátunk elment(*ek) ‘our friend left’). The restrictions in (i)–(iii) seem to be semantic
in nature, though in light of the grammaticality contrast between (ib) and (iiia) formulating the relevant restrictions in
semantic terms will not be a simple matter either. For now, I will set these fascinating facts aside; but I hope they will
eventually be folded into the analysis, at least partially.

(i) a. a fiú-ék/orvos-ék ‘the boy/doctor and his associates’
b. *a fiú-k-ék/orvos-ok-ék ‘the boys/doctors and their associates’
c. *{öt/minden} fiú-ék/orvos-ék ‘five/all boys/doctors and their associates’

(ii) a. a barát-om-ék ‘my friend and his/her associates’
b. *a barát-unk-ék ‘our friend and his/her associates’

(iii) a. a szule-i-d-ék ‘yourSG parents and their associates’
b. *a szule-i-tek-ék ‘yourPL parents and their associates’
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Oblique (27c) is grammatical, probably thanks to the fact that the adessive postposition -nÁl,
merged outside the associative DP, can accommodate the concordial demonstrative in a specifier
position in its own (extended) projection:

(31) [PP ez+-nél [PN [DP ez [DN D [DemP ez [:P [DP D [RP [Subject=DP D=a lányom] 
[RN [Predicate GROUP] RELATOR=-é]]] [: [#P pro  #PL=-k]]]]]] P=-nál]]

Concordial ez cannot be spelled out on the edge of the full associative plural phrase because the outer
D-head of associative plurals is silent: when located on the edge of the noun phrase, Hungarian
concordial demonstratives require the local company of an overt D-head (ez *(a) lány). But place-
ment of ez outside the complex noun phrase in the specifier of the (extended) projection of the
postposition provides the demonstrative with a suitable spell-out site, in the local presence of an
overt head (P).12 This analysis of (27c), placing the demonstrative in a specifier position in P’s
entourage, has the additional benefit of yielding a simple account of case concord, now a matter of
Spec–Head agreement within the P-domain.

4.6 On licensing silence

Silent GROUP in (17) is formally licensed by the RELATOR spelled out as -é. The analysis predicts that
when the group-denoting predicate nominal is overt, no -é is needed because there is no silent
GROUP-noun requiring licensing. This is correct: with overt család/csoport, we get (32a), not (32b):

(32) a. a Kovács család/csoport
the Kovács family/group

b. *a Kovács család/csoport-é
the Kovács family/group-RELATOR

intended: ‘the Kovács family/group’

The család/csoport-DP, being explicitly singular, cannot serve to content-license proPL; but
content licensing is successful when the group-denoting noun phrase is headed by silent GROUP,
which is not explicitly singular.13 So the specificational structure is available only with silent GROUP,
which explains why a Kovács család/csoport cannot control plural agreement, unlike a Kovácsék:

(33) a. a Kovács család/csoport elment(*-ek)
the Kovács family/group away.went-3PL

b. a Kovács-ék elment*(-ek)
the Kovács-APL away.went-3PL

both: ‘the Kovács family/group went away’

12 Whether the concordial demonstrative arrives in the specifier of the postpositional phrase as a result of move-
ment or is base-generated there is a question I remain agnostic about here. Either approach will do for present purposes.

13 Combined with what Kayne (2003) says about silent nouns and plurality, this suggests silent nouns are unspeci-
fied for number. The English overt nouns family, group and team are not explicitly singular, hence they are legitimate
content-licensers of proPL in associative the Smith family, and also in ‘pluringular’ the family have left (Den Dikken
2001), where a group-denoting noun controls plural agreement with the verb. Hungarian does not have ‘pluringulars’.
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In associative plurals, there is a bidirectional dependency between silent GROUP and proPL.
In (17), repeated once more below, the silent GROUP noun content-licenses proPL. But silent GROUP,
while formally licensed by -é, in turn also needs to be content-licensed. Because GROUP has no
discourse antecedent, it requires DP-internal apposition to proPL. This derives the fact that the inner
DP in (17), [DP D=a [RP Kovács [RN [GROUP] REL=-é]]], cannot occur by itself with the associative
meaning ‘the Kovács family/group’. Though the surface string a Kovács-é is grammatical, it only
supports an anaphoric possessive interpretation (‘the one belonging to Kovács’), not an associative
reading.

(17) [DP D [:P [DP D [RP [Subject Kovács] [RN [Predicate GROUP] REL=-é]]] [: [#P pro #PL=-k]]]]

5 Conclusion

This short paper has sought to explicate the relationships between four Hungarian suffixes: the
multiplicative plural marker -k, the possessive plural marker -i, the anaphoric possession marker -é,
and the associative plural marker -ék. The main objective of the paper has been to argue that associa-
tive -ék is a composite of -é and -k, while warding off Moravcsik’s (2003) three objections to a
bimorphemic approach to -ék along these lines: the fact that associative plurals with -ék are strictly
[+HUMAN] while anaphoric possessives with -é are not; the fact that anaphoric possessive -é does
not have inclusive semantics but -ék does; and the fact that anaphoric possessive -é combines with
the possessive -i plural instead of the regular -k. A key ingredient of this exercise is an outlook on
-é that treats it as the silence-licensing spell-out of a RELATOR mediating a predication relation —
a predication that can be possessive, as in anaphoric possessive a lány-é ‘the one belonging to the
girl’, but does not have to be: in associative plural a lány-ék ‘the girl and her associates’, -é licenses
a silent [+HUMAN] noun GROUP whose projection serves as a predicate nominal for the projection
of lány ‘girl’. Thus, the morpheme -é is not per se predestined for use in possessive noun phrases:
it is neither the exponent of a possessed noun nor a functional element intrinsically tied up with the
syntax of possession. What unites the structures in which -é occurs is that they are predicational
(hence involve a RELATOR) and that one of the terms of the predication structure is (deeply) silent
and in need of formal licensing by -é.

In the process of working out the complex morphosyntax of associative -ék, the paper has
been an advocate (a) for the syntactic autonomy of the Hungarian multiplicative plural marker -k
(allowing it to be exponed on a host with which it does not form a constituent underlyingly), (b) for
the importance of a mediating RELATOR in the syntax of predication, (c) for the role played in syntax
by the silent noun GROUP, (d) for the need to formally license deep anaphors and Kaynean silent
nouns, and (e) for a Koster-style representation of asyndetic specification relations in syntax.
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